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Interdisciplinary Unit
On

H,PE
F&CS
INTERMEDIATE

HEALTH

▲ apply prevention/risk reduction
▲ demonstrate knowledge/skills
▲ analyze influences affecting behavior

Cathy Moot, Maryann Whitney
Karen Cotten, Sandra Ingrao

PE

▲ understand prevention of illness
through activity
▲ develop personal fitness plan

Falconer Central Schools
East Avenue Post Office Box 48
Falconer, NY 14733

F&CS

1

▲ understand relationship between
diet/health/physical activity
▲ recognize mental/social/emotional
aspects of health
▲ apply decision making to healthrelated dilemmas

HEALTH

▲ ability to access community services

PE

▲ informed consumers/aware of alternatives
▲ locate physical activity information

F&CS

▲ use of resources
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Our goal was to make students aware of
the connections between health, physical
education, and family and consumer sciences with particular emphasis on the
areas of fitness and nutrition.
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716-665-6624
maryann-whitney@falcon.
wny.r.c.org
Grades 6-8

T

his activity is intended to be used as an
introduction to an interdisciplinary
unit at the middle level, taught by
instructors from three disciplines. The end
result was intended to be a portfolio.
Components of the portfolio will be developed from all three areas throughout the
middle years.

The event takes five class periods; one for
opening assembly, three for workshops and
one for evaluation.

Health, Physical Education, and Family and Consumer Sciences

• Plan workshops that pertain to
wellness and make a connection
between health, physical education,
and family and consumer sciences.
Use school and community
resources to develop list of presenters.
• Have high school students from Human Development and Foods and Nutrition participate as
workshop presenters to focus on issues facing adolescents and food borne illnesses.
• Contact potential presenters and set up workshops.
• Develop process of workshop selection by students’ area of interest.
• Plan an open assembly for all sixth, seventh, and eight grade students.
• Have a keynote speaker to focus on self-respect as an underlying principle of physical and
mental health.
• Inform other staff of the purpose, goals, and procedures for the day.
• Have students select workshops.
• Welcome presenters and monitor workshops throughout the building.
• Provide staff with opportunity to discuss and evaluate various workshops during regular
class time as a follow up activity.
• Teachers share their evaluation at staff meeting.
Learning Experiences
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ASSESSMENT
Assessment
•
•
•
•

group discussions
written summaries of workshops
observation of students participating in workshops
student presentations of information gathered in workshops to other students

Learning Experiences
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• students shared information via radio broadcast
• follow up assessment done 22 weeks after lesson.

REFLECTION
The information retained at the 22 week assessment point surprised us all! It would be good to
involve the core subject areas to make connections to their learning standards as well. Students
should be required to write a summary connecting all three areas of health, physical education,
and family and consumer sciences to reach our original goal.

Learning Experiences
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PE
ELEMENTARY

Introduction
of
Jump Ropes
Francis F. Cabana, Jr.

HEALTH
PE
F&CS

Queensbury School District
▲ knowledge/skills to maintain
physical fitness

431 Aviation Road

1
HEALTH
PE
F&CS

2
HEALTH
PE
F&CS

3

Queensbury Elementary School

Queensbury, NY 12804
518-793-8811

▲ acquire knowledge/ability to
create/maintain safe/
healthy environment

▲ understand and manage
personal/community
resources

Grade 3–4

Students come to formal physical education
class two times per week for 30 minutes
each class. Under these circumstances, students will need a minimum of three weeks
for the successful completion of this unit.
Ideally, four weeks should be allowed for
maximum accomplishment and enjoyment
by the students. This will allow for a better
understanding of jump rope knowledge and
technique.

F

ollowing our regular class warm-up in
pre-assigned squads, the students will be
directed that within a 20 count time limit
they will get a partner, sit together in the center
of the gym, side by side. If a student does not
find a partner or there are not enough to be
made, the student will be assigned to a group
or a group of three will be made.

At the first meeting of each class, the task cards
are explained; safety with the ropes is outlined;
the importance of jump rope in sports and the
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fact that it is not just for girls is discussed; the fact that everyone has had a different level of
experience with a jump rope and that each person will work at their own level is stressed. Once
general directions are completed, the partners work together.
In each group, one partner is asked to stand and the other stays seated. Again a pre-determined
count is set so as not to encourage a Jack In The Box game between partners. Once both are set,
the partner standing is instructed on how he or she will move to pick up a jump rope that has
been placed folded against the wall. The partner will find an open area anywhere in the teaching
area and spread out keeping safety in mind. At the same time, the seated partner will go pick up
either two new papers or both partners’ papers, a writing utensil, and find their partner in the
gym.
Learning Experiences
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Once both cards are properly headed, students are instructed on the
proper procedure for completing the Task Cards:
1. One partner will perform the skill (performer).
2. The other partner remains seated and observes the performer, counting the consecutive successful jumps of the selected task.
3. If the performer is successful in the 10 consecutive jumps, the
observer is instructed to fill in the star next to the skill and put their
initials in the provided box, and then partners switch jobs.
4. If a miss occurs, the performer starts again at the beginning trying to
accomplish to 10 correct jumps. If three (3) unsuccessful attempts
occur, the performer’s turn is complete and both partners change
jobs.
5. On each of their papers, their PARTNERS INITIALS appear, NOT
THEIRS.
6. Each group will progress at their own speed, and each partner will
progress at his or her own speed. As a person completes the skill on
the beginning sheet (RED), and their partner’s initials and the stars
are filled in, they will bring their card to the teacher and the teacher
will choose THREE (3) skills for the student
to perform. If the
student is successful
with these skills, the
teacher will collect
the first task sheet
and give the student the next level
card, (YELLOW).
Each student will
receive their first
card back with a
certificate
attached congratulating them on
their accomplishment.
7. Students are
encouraged to
ask each other,
another student,
or finally the
instructor to
demonstrate
any skill that
they may not understand.
8. At the completion of class, the instructor will direct one partner
to collect both task cards and writing utensil and place them in
the appropriate locations. At the same time, the other partner is
instructed to fold the rope in half and place it on the floor
against the wall.
9. Students are now directed to line up and exit the gym.
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Learning Experiences
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In every class there are a few students who are not able to jump rope or have disabilities that
require modifications to the routines. With a little practice, the nonjumpers in class can become
proficient in rope jumping. The following is a sample teaching progression for students who are
having difficulty jumping rope.
1. Lay the rope out in a straight line. Stand on one side with both feet together and jump side to
side, one jump on each side of the rope. Progress to jumping twice per side.
2. Hold the rope with one handle in each hand, flip the rope over your head, catch the rope with
your toes, and then step over the rope. Progress to catching the rope and jumping over it.
3. Repeat the above progression, but jump the rope without catching it with your toes. Start
with one jump and continue to progress until you can master 10 jumps.
4. Remind students that you must keep the rope out to the side, hip high with room to jump
through the space. Most of them will bring the rope into their shoulders and they cannot
jump through the small space provided.
B. Students in wheelchairs may fold the ropes in half or may use the SLIM GOODBODY program TRU-FIT which is done with a stretch band and incorporates upper and lower body activities. These students will be given a blank card, and either working with a partner or their
assigned aide, a progression will be available to them so that they can fill out their cards as they
reach each level of activity as outlined in their IEP or recommended by their doctor in terms of
their adapted physical education program. Even the student who has an excuse for one class can
at least be a partner and fill in the blanks. These students usually work in threesomes so that a
partner may take a break from jumping.
At the end of each class to bring the group back together and give some closure to class, you can
use the back of their papers to do a specific skill and write down their scores (How many times
can you jump consecutively without a miss? ) If you do the same skill, they can see their
progress throughout the unit.
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ASSESSMENT
Assessment
A. The first class is for the reintroduction of jump rope skills. Explanations of the techniques and
procedure regarding previous learned skills, and how they will be incorporated into future
classes will be discussed.
B. The first assessment is done by the jumper’s partner while the jumper performs an individual
skill on the task card. If performed successfully, the observer will fill in the star and put
THEIR INITIALS on the partner’s card. It is important to note that students ARE NOT to fill
out their own task cards. As the unit progresses, they may also have different partners so
there may be different initials on the same card.
C. If when working, the time limit already set forth is met (three misses during a turn), then the
star is left empty and can be done at a later turn.
D. Students may work in any order they choose as long as they are meeting a new challenge
each time. They may not repeat a task already completed.
E. Once a student has successfully performed ALL the skills on a Task Card and their partner
has filled in all the stars and initial boxes, they bring their own card over to the teacher who
will then randomly pick THREE skills for the student to demonstrate. If they are successful,
the teacher will put THEIR own initials on the selected task, the next level card is given to the
student who puts the header on it. Later, the completed card is returned with an attached certificate. This may then be taken home.
F. If a student does not complete all three skills selected successfully, the teachers circles the task
that needs to be practiced, returns the card to the student, and the student may come back
later after they have perfected the circled skill(s).
G. At the conclusion of the unit, all students not entirely completing a task card receive a certificate for trying, are given their own card back, and are given the option of working on the card
either at recess or at home and bringing it back in when completed to earn their certificate.
H. It must be noted that school policy regarding grades in physical education is based on participation, effort, and self-improvement. Grades are not given based on fitness scores or comparisons to other students’ abilities.

REFLECTION
A. About 15 years ago, I was able to participate in a hands-on conference conducted by Cliff
Carnes of the Education Company for keeping 36 students working in every class. This is
where we were introduced to this Jump Rope Unit and we decided to introduce it into our program. Since that time, our Jump Rope Unit has grown to a K-6 unit and will be used next year
in our 7-8 program. Each level begins with the basic introduction and then progresses to more
difficult tasks as the grade can accommodate. The students look forward to it, and it is one of
the most energetic units we do during the school year.
B. It is amazing to see how quickly every student develops their technique and quickly becomes
successful. What is truly gratifying, is to see the students who have done this unit for several
years and their ability to perform the difficult tasks. It would be fun to invite a high school
student that has been involved with this unit to come back and show how it has helped them
improve their sport’s skills. Or a journal of commercials or Up-Close interviews with athletes
who have used jump rope in their training could be developed and shared with students.
C. Relating to the students stories of the diverse number of athletes who condition themselves
using jump ropes makes a big impression on these young boys and girls. Especially the boys,

Learning Experiences
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who, when they find out that maybe their favorite professional athlete has used a jump rope
for conditioning, gets excited about developing the skills to successfully jump rope.
D. This unit has become one of the most enjoyable for all students. Even the students who start
off with a lesser degree of skill make rapid gains in their ability and are excited about how
many stars can be filled in during a class.
E. It should be noted that students are encouraged to practice their skill at recess. Students can
practice these skills but only in physical education class can they fill in their cards with their
partners counting and observing. If there is a shorter amount of time available, I try to incorporate ALL rope skills so as to overlap and unite all the different ropes available. You can
incorporate Climbing Ropes, Long Ropes, Double Dutch Ropes, and Short Ropes into a circuit so as
to prolong the unit in order to give the students adequate time to practice.
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PE
ELEMENTARY

Health Related
Fitness Portfolio
HEALTH
PE
F&CS

1
HEALTH

▲ practice healthy choices
▲ develop physical fitness
skills
▲ establish personal goals
▲ relationship between physical activity and well being

What I have seen in my 20 years
of teaching is that teaching the
fitness components alone
isn’ t enough to make a lifelong
connection to possessing
knowledge and skills necessary
to establish and maintain
physical fitness.

Teacher

▲ know social skills relating to
safety
Karen Bolinger

PE
F&CS

2
HEALTH
PE
F&CS

3

Learning Experiences

▲ work with others on
goals/tasks
▲ demonstrate respect of
self/others

Hilton Central School District
Northwood Elementary School
433 North Greece Road
Hilton, NY 14468
(716) 392-3450
KBolinger@ccmail.monroe.edu

▲ home/community leisure
resources
▲ decision-making in physical
reality

Grades 2 and 6

A

s a result of participating in the
Classic Project, led by Dr. Giselle
Martin-Kniep who is a national consultant with Learner-Centered Initiatives, Ltd.,
I have been introduced to the world of portfolio assessments, and began developing this
Health Related Fitness Portfolio. The portfolio
tasks help students understand the way the
body works during exercise and the benefits
gained from exercise and proper health practices.
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Communication was essential for the success of this learning experience. Parents were informed
of the activities their children would be involved in and the second and sixth grade teachers collaborated with the physical education teachers continually.
The sixth graders developed and implemented a fitness station and fitness survey for second
graders. They accomplished their performance outcomes by working individually and interacting with peers to design, implement, and assess their projects. The sixth graders were videotaped as they taught.
In order to ensure the success of all students, a classroom teacher and aide assisted the physical
education staff with special needs of students. Their efforts were concentrated in areas where
students needed assistance in computation, writing, and reading. Small groups were established
to compliment the different learning styles of all students.
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Learning Experiences
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☛

Assessment

ASSESSMENT
Lesson 1 and 2—health related fitness rubric and health related fitness portfolio score sheet
Lesson 3 and 4—rubric for design of a health related fitness station to include: flexibility, muscular strength and endurance, cardiorespiratory endurance, and healthy habits and wellness
Lesson 5—health related survey/record sheet and journal entries.

REFLECTION
I was astounded at the vigor with which the sixth graders proceeded to develop their own fitness circuit for a second grade class. My role changed from that of director to that of a guide.
The students became self-motivated and genuinely engaged in the idea of sharing what they
learned about fitness. I would like to see a senior project evolve from interdisciplinary learning
standards that are connected with this experience such as lifelong wellness in health, healthy life
styles in home economics, and the impact of exercise muscles and bones in science. It is my goal
to create a “fitness lab” where hand held newtons and heart rate monitors are kept so that students can monitor their own fitness level.
As I reflected on this learning experience, I realized that I needed a rubric to assess each student’s fitness level. The rubric I developed came after my work with the sixth graders. When I
do this unit again I will implement it in the first week of the unit.
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The assessments used in the
portfolio are embedded in our
school curriculum, as well as the
national, state and district
standards.

Teacher

Learning Experiences
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I felt good about myself because
I was helping other kids learn
something while I was learning
from them at the same time.

Sixth Grader
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In the past it was easy to teach the same way
each year. Now, the opportunities to involve
students in their own assessment and together
develop criteria for assessment are endless.

Teacher
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